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As influential as Brian Eno was and is, his name has probably slipped past the radar of people who listen to

Eurowave music. U2 ring any bells? How about Coldplay? Wanna go classic as hell? Roxy Music. Brian

Eno was in one way or another involved with all of these bands (he played with Roxy Music and did

production work with the other two). For that matter, Eno was a brilliant artist in his own right, turning out

some interesting solo work with some impressive fellow musicians, some names you would recognize.

Maybe all, depending on how deeply you’ve dug into this scene. And if you’re that deep in then that’s a

great reason to consider viewing this documentary, which is the first anyone’s ever done on Eno. At more

than two-and-a-half hours in length, there’s plenty of material packed in here. And while it is a long film, it’s

length is not taxing. This is some interesting explorations of early electronica and experimental and other

good musical things. Eno may have been underground – or at least indie – but his artistic influence reaches

far and wide and it’s only fitting that there’s at least ONE documentary about this brilliant man.
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